**A CELEBRATION OF STAR TREK**

**PROGRAM OUTLINE**

**9:00AM – 10:00AM**

**PANEL: IDIC: PHILOSOPHY AND STAR TREK.** 803.
Timothy Harvie (Panel Chair), Matt Yockey, Nathanael Bassett, Jason Eberl, A. Bowdoin Van Riper, Scott Paeth

**PANEL: THE FEDERATION: POLITICS AND STAR TREK.** 804.
Patrick Smith (Panel chair), Michael MacLeod, Joy Ellison, George Gonzalez

**PANEL: THROUGH THE WORMHOLE: REEVALUATING DS9.** 806.
Gordon Dymowski (Panel Chair), Jennifer Cross, Matthew Peters, Sherry Ginn

**SCREENING. (9:00AM – 10:30AM).** “ENT: In a Mirror Darkly, 1&2.” 802.
**SCREENING. (9:10AM – 10:00AM).** “TOS: Space Seed.” 805.

**10:15AM – 11:15AM**

**KEYNOTE: “TITLE TBA.”** 805
Lincoln Geraghty
**OVERFLOW. 806.** (If no overflow, screen “TNG: Relics”)

**HISTORY OF THE KLINGON EMPIRE, PART I.** 801.
Troy Pacelli

**PANEL: THE CULTURAL IMPACT OF STAR TREK.** 803.
Elizabeth Thomas (Panel Chair), Michi Trota, Caroline Siede, Kevin Yergin, Andre Peltier

**PANEL: TREKKIES, TREKKERS, AND BEYOND: FANDOM OF STAR TREK.** 804.
Ian Peters (Panel Chair), Sarah Corse, Rick Worland, Jaime Hartless


**11:30am – 12:30pm**

**LEARN KLINGON.** 801.
Jeremy Cowan

**PANEL: STAR TREK AND GENDER.** 802.
Patricia Vettel-Becker (Panel Chair), Bruce Drushel, Kate Kulzick, Laura Ammon

**PANEL: LLAP: THE FUTURE ACCORDING TO STAR TREK.** 803.
Allison Broesder (Panel Chair), Shanna Gilkeson, Jody Lynn Nye, Kathleen Toerpe, Vivian Chin

**PANEL: CANON, FANON, AND IN-BETWEEN: STAR TREK FAN WORKS.** 804.
JSA Lowe (Panel Chair), Ian Peters, Cait Coker, Candace Benefiel
Panel: Generations of Trek: Film, TV, and the Evolution of Star Trek. 806
Michi Trota (Panel chair), Walter Podrazik, Jon Clarke, Danette Chavez

Signing: Christopher Kidder-Mostrom, Front Lobby.

1:00pm – 2:00pm

Keynote: Brannon Braga. 805.
Overflow. 806.

Screening. (1:00PM – 1:45PM). “DS9: Soldiers of the Empire.” 801.
Screening. (1:00PM – 1:45PM). “DS9: In the Pale Moonlight.” 802.
Screening. (1:00PM – 1:45PM). “TOS: Mirror, Mirror.” 803.
Screening. (1:00PM – 1:30PM). “TAS: More Tribbles....” 804.


2:15pm – 3:15pm

Keynote: Lisa Klink. 805.

History of the Klingon Empire, Part II. 801.
Troy Pacelli

Jennifer Cross (Panel Chair), Kate Lansky, Keidra Chaney, Tanya DePass, Jonathon Lundy

Bruce Drushel (Panel Chair), Michael Boynton, Cait Coker, Elizabeth Thomas

Signing: Brannon Braga. Front Lobby.

3:30pm – 4:30pm

Lecture: Leonard Nimoy Tribute. 805.
John Tenuto and Maria Jose Tenuto

Klingon: A Case Study of Conlangs in Mass Media. 801.
Jeremy Cowan

Michael Boynton (Panel Chair), Nick Wagner, Sean Kelly, Christopher Kidder-Mostrom

Panel: The Future is Here: Science and Technology in Star Trek. 804.
Charles Adler (Panel Chair), Nathanial Ramos, Liz Faber, Karma Waltonen

SCREENING. (4:15PM – 5:00PM). “VOY: Year of Hell, I.” 802.
SCREENING. (3:00PM – 5:00PM). Star Trek: First Contact. 806.

4:45pm – 5:45pm

Klingon Christmas Carol. 801.
Christopher Kidder-Mostrom

Carey Millsap-Spears (Panel Chair), Robin Willey, Jim McIntyre, Vickie Edwards, Melissa Csoke

Panel: Queer Identities in Cosplay and Fandom. 804.
Kimber Brightheart (Panel Chair), Dommenique Dumprux, Paige Elise, Ari Stanley, Leigh Hellman, and malice Aforethought.

Fantasy Draft Crew! 805.
Kate Kulzick (Host), Caroline Siede, Gordon Dymowski, Jon Clarke, Jody Lynn Nye, Nick Wagner

Screening. (5:00PM – 5:45PM). “VOY: Year of Hell, II.” 802.
Screening. (5:00PM – 5:50PM). “TOS: City on the Edge of Forever.” 806.

Signing: Charles Adler, Michael Boynton, Bruce Dushel, Jason Eberl, George Gonzalez, Walter Podrazik, Elizabeth Thomas

12:00PM – 6:00PM

Barnes and Noble Book Sale: Front Lobby.

9:00AM – 6:00PM

VENDORS:
Alien Entertainment (AlienEntertainment.com)
Queersplay (https://www.etsy.com/shop/queersplay)
StinkeeeCheese (www.etsy.com/shop/stinkeeecheese)
BonusRound Cafe (http://bonusroundcafe.com/)
Geeks With Scissors (www.geekswithscissors.com)
TeamNeville (etsy.com/shop/TeamNeville)
The Wicker Park Secret Agent Supply Co (826chicago.org)